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ACasefor 
Eastern 
Old-Growth 
Can we apply our accumulating knowledge 
about western old-growth to the 
cutover forests of the East? Should we? 
By CHRIS BOLGIANO 

Long enough ago that only old people can remember it, the last of the great eastern forest was felled. Lumbermen sawed first through the Northeast. Then they cut through the Lake States and southward, shearing the last ridgetops and skinning the remote ravines that settlers hadn't bothered with. Oh, they left a few small virgin patches here and there, through oversight or disgust, mostly on the highest peaks and steepest slopes and in the wettest swamps. By 1920, the immense eastern ocean of trees had been reduced to tiny primeval islands in a manmade landscape. In ways we hardly know how to detect, this holocaustic removal of ancient forests reverberates through the present. Research on the few virgin woods remaining out west has revealed old-growth as a distinct ecosystem within a forest, supporting a vast complex of ecological functions. Many of the scientists researching western old-growth are beginning to wonder aloud whether managed forests anywhere in the world can sustain long-term productivity without a complement of old-growth. New findings about western oldgrowth could revolutionize the approach to many of the disease, pest, and regeneration problems of the East. "There are biological and structural principles of oldgrowth forests that apply equally in the East and the West," 
Chris Bolgiano, a resource writer from Fulks Run, Virginia, 
contributes often to AMERICAN FORESTS. 

Sun spotlights an opening in Joyce Kilmer Memorial Forest, 
Nantahala National Forest, North Carolina. 
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says Jerry Franklin, a pioneer in old-growth research, "even though the exact nature of old-growth will vary with forest type and region." Franklin has been systematically exploring old-growth ecology for almost 20 years as a U.S. Forest Service researcher, mostly at the H.J. Andrews Experimental Forest near Eugene, Oregon. "Old-growth is not just a younger forest grown up to a larger si.ce," he said. "The old-growth stage of a forest anywhere is going to be quantitatively and qualitatively different from younger stages." The most visible and affecting characteristic of old-growth is very big trees-standing live, standing dead (snags), and downed. A moist mountain hollow with rich, deep soil might produce trees big enough to function as old-growth in 175 years. A south-facing slope with shallow soil might not do so in 300---in fact, it may never produce old-growth. Age, therefore, is less crucial than size. How big is big enough? The Society of American Foresters (SAP), using Franklin's research data on Douglas-fir, defined an acre of old-growth as having at least 10 living trees that are 40 inches or more in diameter at breast height (dbh), at least four snags and four downed logs 25 inches in diameter and 50 feet long, at least 10 snags 20 feet long, and at least 20 tons of assorted coarse woody debris on the forest 
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